
Sermon 143: Romans 12:6-8: Cessationism or Continuationism?
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INTRODUCTION

Are the miraculous gifts for today?  This is a huge question and no easy one to answer.  
There are big books being written on both sides of the question.  There are thousands of 
phenomenon that are called in to act as evidence on both sides.  And there are bad 
attitudes as each side accuses the other of blaspheming the Spirit.  Today as an introduction
to the gifts we must necessarily address this question of whether the miraculous gifts are for
today.  There are important concerns on both sides of the debate that must be noted.  
Before we begin I want to give you a quick biography on this issue.  I want you to know as 
we proceed that I have been on both sides of the debate and as presenting a view that has 
been long in the making and not without a deep look at both sides.  

Being converted over twenty years ago, as a young Christian I was in the Baptist church.  
However, in the 90s the Toronto Blessing was happening in the Charismatic church.  We had
heard all sorts of terrible things about Rodney Howard Browne and Benny Hinn and were 
not interested in joining it.  However, my roommate and I were street evangelists and found 
that the only ones who shared our zeal were in the Charismatic church, so after an offer to 
evangelise in schools from a Charismatic we ended up going along to the first church in 
South Africa that received the Toronto Blessing, and joined it.  While there we got into the 
thick of things.  I got baptised with the Holy Spirit with the evidence of speaking in tongues,
at least I thought I had, but I hadn’t.  I joined in with a prayer group that grew to 200 
people praying at times where all sorts of ‘manifestations’ were taking place where people 
splashed and blew each other over with the Spirit in the name of Revival.  I incorporated 
faith healing into my gospel preaching, and the full gospel getting each person who prayed 
the sinner’s prayer to also speak in tongues.  I remember getting a whole youth group of 
120 people to pray in tongues.  I got involved with casting demons out of Christians, 
spiritual warfare, inner healing, and led youth camps where Toronto Blessing type things 
happened.  I got involved with the KJV onlyists, the house church movement, the word of 
faith teaching, schools for prophecy and attended Benny Hinn and John Arnott meetings.  I 
tell you this because when I share critiques it is not from the side lines but as an insider.  I 
am often commenting on my own errors and those things I have experienced first-hand.  As
I gaze back over my days in the Charismatic church I see them as full of excitement, activity
and blundering error.  I remember and still cherish some of the most wonderful Christians 
who were zealous, servanthearted and generous.  

My journey has been one from being a Charismatic, to a continuationist, this is a 
conservative Reformed position that still allows for the gifts to continue without endorsing 
the main line positions or the lunatic fringe of the Charismatic position.  And then from that 
to a Cessationist view.  Today I will give you a look into the Cessationist position and its 
mindset.  However, I want to bring to the forefront some of the good concerns of the 
Charismatic side and end by proposing a view of the gifts which will hopefully satisfy more 
fully the valid concerns on both sides of this debate.
   

Cessationism



Cessationism comes from the word ‘to cease’ and refers to the distinctive belief about the 
miraculous gifts being that they have for the most part ended.  This is the traditional 
Protestant position that prevailed until the turn of the twentieth century with the birth of the
Pentecostal church.  This view is held by men and women who believe that the Bible is the 
Word of God and that God is all powerful and can do any miracles He pleases.  The main 
contention of this view is that the gifts such as prophecy, tongues, and healing are signs 
primarily functioning as marking the beginning of the church era and attesting to the 
message of the apostles.  The driving concern of this view is Sola Scriptura; that we do not 
need any new revelation for the Bible is sufficient to fully instruct and equip the Christian for
every good deed.  When I was in the Charismatic church and heard about those who denied
the fivefold ministry and the present day functioning of all the gifts, I thought they must be 
stupid or wilfully blind.  Now I see their concerns as seminal and we must understand them.

At the time of the Reformation the Catholic Church said to the Reformers, ‘We are the true 
church because we have miracles, where are your miracles?’  The Catholic church was 
referring to bleeding statues, bleeding Masses, visions of saints, angels and Mary, stigmata, 
and other phenomena.  The Reformers referred to these as the lying signs and wonders of 
antichrist.  John Calvin responded by saying that the miracles recorded in the bible, the 
miracles that attended the ministry of Peter and Paul, those miracles poured out in 
affirmation of the original gospel were the miracles of the Protestant Reformation, for 
wherever the same message was preached the same miracles of Peter and Paul stood as an 
eternal testimony to the validity of the message.  Calvin is in tune with the nature of the 
miracles that are in the bible, they are called signs.  This is a fundamental difference 
between the Charismatics who read the Bible and expect a carbon copy repeat of the 
phenomenon without understanding their original purpose.  

Here is some of the scriptural evidence that upholds seeing the early miracles as limited to 
their time.  
Firstly, the notion of miracles as signs is found in the gospels in the miracles of Jesus.  
John’s gospel is different to the other three in that it only records 7 miracles, and they are 
called signs.  The purpose of a sign is to point something out.  These miracles were given to
attest to Christ’s identity.  For example, after saying He was the light of the world, He healed
a blind man to prove the truth of the statement.  He fed the five thousands and said He was
the bread of life.  He said He was the resurrection and the life and then resurrected Lazarus 
from the grave.  The miracles were signs which attested to the message of who Christ was.  
They were not random acts of kindness or purposeless displays of power but they served to 
highlight the person of Christ who was walking on earth at that time.  For this reason we do 
not expect someone to perform the miracle of feeding the five thousand.  The miracles were
not evidence of super powers they were for attestation.  He is not portrayed in the gospels 
as the uber-superman with a Swiss army knife selection of powers.  But rather God made 
man and this attested to by His works.  

There may be some here today who have heard the claims that Jesus is Saviour, you must 
reckon with these signs.  They testify to the fact that He is in fact the promised Saviour and 
the only one sent by God to save you.  He is God made man to die for our sins and we are 
all called to trust in Him and follow Him as Lord.
  
Secondly, the bible acknowledges that the apostles had a special role to play and we hear 
Paul speaking about the ‘signs of the apostles.’  1 Cor. 12:12, ‘The signs of a true apostle 
were performed among you with utmost patience, with signs and wonders and mighty 
works.’  Apostles are the foundation of the NT church an unrepeatable office with the unique



role of bearing witness to Christ by His own appointment.  The signs of an apostle are signs 
which only follow that first century band of handpicked eye witnesses.  This means that to 
Paul’s mind there were signs, wonders and mighty works which were particular to them and 
no one else.  That everything Peter and Paul and the other apostles did were not for every 
Christian.  This must not be missed when we look at the various lists of gifts in the church 
that Paul gives us because apostle which was very limited is listed in the lists that many are 
using to justify all sorts of offices and miraculous gifts.  Peter’s shadow healed and Paul’s 
handkerchief.  These are part of the signs of an apostle, but today you will have nutters who
claim that you can touch the TV that is broadcasting a show for healing.  In your 
understanding of miracles, do you expect to copy and paste what you see in the lives of the 
apostles or do you acknowledge that there was something particular to the first century 
ministry of the apostles that is unrepeatable?  Most modern day Cessationists are aware of 
this most important point and see the Charismatics failing to appreciate it.  Because the 
apostles had a unique role and there were distinct gifts related to their ministry, some of 
which are listed in the gifts lists, it is argued that not every gift listed must necessarily be for
all ages.
Now let it be understood that there are two kinds of cessationsists.  There is the classic 
cessationist who believes that the revelatory and sign gifts ceased with the apostle, but who
still acknowledge for God to move in supernatural ways in extraordinary works of 
providence.  So God can still give impressions, He can still answer prayer to heal, and other 
miracles, but these are firmly distinguished from the signs and office of the apostolic age.  
Full/consistent cessationsists believe that all miracles have ceased and there are no miracles 
at all since the time of the apostles.   

The next major point in the cessationist case is the sufficiency of Scripture, 2 Tim. 3:16-17, 
‘All Scripture is breathed out by God and profitable for teaching, for reproof, for correction, 
and for training in righteousness, 17 that the man of God may be competent, equipped for 
every good work.’  Do we need more than the bible to be able to serve God?  The answer is 
no, the Spirit who wrote the word interprets that word to us that we are equipped for 
anything God might want us to do.  Is there a decision that we have to depend upon 
feelings for that we cannot be guided by principle or precept in the word?  The Cessationist 
answers, No!  This is why any gift or office that carries with it any new revelation is outright 
rejected as a challenge to scripture. The office of apostle and the gift and office of prophecy
are ruled out automatically because Scripture is now complete.

Several historical points are made.  Firstly, the miraculous gifts are not as widespread as the 
Charismatics make out.  For in the book of Acts we see and outbreak of Tongues in chapter 
2, 10 and 19, and we assume 8, but it is not recorded as having happened in the same way 
in every town.  The Corinthian church is the only church given instruction on how to order 
the miraculous gifts, and there is a special mention by Paul of how they were particularly 
blessed in this regard, 1 Cor. 1:4-7.  Secondly, as you move chronologically through the 
letters of Paul you see that as we get to Paul’s later ministry when he is sending out men as 
apostolic representatives to order the life of the various churches, Timothy and Titus.  You 
will notice the significant silence of an absence of gifts or of structuring the life of the church
around the gifts.  This is most significant because these letters are written specifically to 
instruct them on how church should be done.  There is instruction on elders, deacons, 
praying, reading, on the role of women, but nothing about how to order the gifts.  The 
author of Hebrews who probably wrote in the late 60s after the death of Paul and Peter but 
before the destruction of the temple in 70 already speaks of the apostles and their miracles 
in the past tense, ‘how shall we escape if we neglect such a great salvation? It was declared
at first by the Lord, and it was attested to us by those who heard, 4 while God also bore 



witness by signs and wonders and various miracles and by gifts of the Holy Spirit distributed
according to his will.’ (Heb. 2:3-4).                    

  I find myself completely convinced by the cessationist position.  However, there are a 
number of weaknesses in the Cessationist camp.  It can often be a case of dead orthodoxy.  
There can be a dead headness to Cessationism that is suspicious of all spirituality.  It 
therefore tends to minimize the inner life of the Christian in a pendulum swing from 
experience.  There can be a dry intellectualism.  But most of all there can be a critical 
cynicism that looks at Charismatic as less than Christian.  Having been a Charismatic I 
cannot look at Charismatic churches and totally write them off as others have done.  
And there are some exegetical arguments that are very weak indeed and appear to be a 
case of a belief looking for a text to support it.

We must look at the Charismatic church and associate every person and ministry and church
with the worst of the lunatic fringe.  We must even recognise that God has used the 
Charismatic church for all its errors to spread the name of Christ abroad.  It has blasted a 
hole in the side of Roman Catholicism, though not all Roman Catholic Charismatics are 
orthodox.  In its zeal we have seen a great surge of evangelistic activity, though it is often a 
mile wide but an inch deep.  That said I would like to make a few critical remarks about 
their approach to the gifts, the approach I also use to endorse and highlight some important
dangers.

Because of an interpretive approach to scripture that says we should seeing a repeat of the 
book of Acts and all the gifts listed in the gift lists, there is an openness to experience that 
has no defences.  One of the best summaries of the situation is that the Charismatic church 
is a church without an immune system.  I would encourage anyone to read John Macarthur’s
Charismatic Chaos and Strange Fire for a good overview of the many aberrations that are 
active under the name of the revived miraculous gifts.  Anyone who raises a concern is 
shouted down with the accusation that they are quenching or blaspheming the Spirit.  As a 
result hundreds of heresies have come out of the Charismatic church.  There have been 
many many distractions from the gospel and many ways in which the name of Christ has 
been dragged through the mud.  It has led to spiritual abuse as those who claim to exercise 
apostolic office or prophetic powers guide God’s people according to their own will.  A 
despising of God’s word and its teachings for experience has become the main emphasis.  
The Holy Spirit who wants to glorify Christ and apply the death of Christ in saving sinners 
and sanctifying saints is made the centre contrary to His own purposes.  There is a fixation 
on the extraordinary but less useful gifts over the ordinary but edifying ones.  So let me 
suggest a clear headed approach.

Via Media

Here is a diagram I am borrowing which makes the vitals points I want to make.   



                  1

Here is how to understand it.  Firstly, when we think of gifts we need to think of them 
Christocentrically.  Christ fills His church and enables the gifts in the church.  We should 
think of Christ functioning as prophet, priest and king.  Each of these categories can help us 
think of different functions.  For example, priestly gifts are serving gifts, Kingly gifts are 
ruling gifts and prophetic gifts are speaking/revelatory gifts.  When Jesus gives gifts to His 
church we can classify all the gifts under these headings of priestly, kingly and prophetic.  
So Level 1 is Jesus who had gifts as prophet priest and king.  You will notice under prophetic
that there is a dotted line which divides the priestly in two, these are the rational and 
intuitive.  In other words, Jesus received prophetic revelation intuitively, and in other 
instances it would have been from studying the scripture.  
Level 2 highlights that Christ gave gifts that were like His own to the first generation of 
apostles and prophets.  The apostles had kingly authority as Christ’s vice-regents in the 
Church; the proto-deacons and sufferings of the apostles would be a good example of 
priestly service; and the inspired writings and prophesies of the apostles and prophets would
have been an extension of Christ’s prophetic gift in the church.  Under the prophetic gifts 
which would have been exercised in inspired writings we see the two types, Luke would 
have used investigation of eye witness accounts to put his gospel together, but John would 
have experienced visions to write Revelation.  

You will notice that there is a thick red line in the middle, this is most important.  Everything
above the red line is inspired and has divine authority, but everything under the line is under
authority and not inspired.  So for example, the apostle who exercises the gift of authority 
has the right to determine things that affect the universal church because he has an 
authority directly from Christ to establish the church in its foundation stage.  But under the 
line you will notice that the church elder in level 3 does not have the same authority, he 
must submit to the writings of the apostle and follow scripture.  Likewise, when the apostle 
wrote or the first century prophets prophesied, their writings and pronouncement would 
have come with the authority of God’s word; but there is no longer any office of apostle or 
prophet and nothing but scripture is the sure word of God.  

The beauty of this diagram is that it acknowledges that there is an ongoing prophetic aspect
to the gifts, though they are no longer functioning as they did in the first century nor 
inspired.  These gifts function in familiar things like teaching, but also include some of the 
inner promptings of the Spirit which our Charismatic brethren are in earnest to stress.  This 
divide helps us see a continuity of Christ’s gifts without seeing a complete copying and 
pasting of the same gifts all the way down to the bottom.  There might be a type of analogy
between the Spirit’s working but we cannot confuse them as equal.  It is true that the Spirit 
does indeed move directly upon the hearts of God’s people and He does this in rational ways

1  Vern Poythress: Modern Spiritual Gifts as Analogous to Apostolic Gifts: Affirming Extraordinary Works of the 
Spirit within Cessationist Theology: Published in The Journal of the Evangelical Theological Society 39/1 (1996): 
71-101.



interpreting the word to them and intuitive ways granting them impressions.  But they must 
not be called prophecy nor hold the same function as prophecy and the gifts necessary to 
the apostolic function in the foundation laying time in the church.  I believe that this divide 
satisfies the concerns of the cessationist that the apostolic office and function is not 
usurped, nor is the bible put aside as sufficient.  And it satisfies the continuationists concern
to see the Spirit active in the believer’s life not only in a proper interpretation of scripture.  
What we propose is a proper defining of His activities and a proper expectation of the sorts 
of ways in which He will work.  As we proceed then through the various gifts, this is the 
framework that I believe is presented in scripture and will help us chart a proper course 
between upholding the uniqueness of the first century phenomenon and the sufficiency of 
Scripture, yet still acknowledging an active ministry of the Holy Spirit in the life of the 
believer.         


